
Prep. Phase

Parkur (Vermouth)

You look into the mirror to fix your make-up. Still wondering what this all  means. You got a strange 

invitation letter, in rainbow colors, from someone who is calling herself Captain Kleene Onigiri.

[quote]Dear [b]Vermouth[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

How silly. You, the famous actress "Chris Vineyard", with the codename Vermouth doesn't have time 

for such a boring trip. But since the other Black Organization members seem to go, you'll join the 

fun too <3

But you can't simply board as Vermouth, that's too risky. You need to disguise as someone first.

Please PM the GM with [b]10 player names[/b] in order to disguise.

Xpon (Yumi)

What a day… there were so many people parking where they shouldn't have. And when you give them 

a parking ticket, they shout and cry at you. Oh jeez.

You want to take a break… But what's this? You found a strange, rainbow colored letter in your mail 

box.

[quote]Dear [b]Yumi[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Great! That's exactly what you needed! You also got some days off, so you can take the trip! You're 
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Great! That's exactly what you needed! You also got some days off, so you can take the trip! You're 

excited and called some people you know to tell them about that.

Funny, some of those people seem also to board the ship. That's the opportunity! You know that 

some of them would make a great couple together! Time to act as a cupid <3

Please PM the GM with [b]3 pairs[/b] you'd like to couple up.

Conia(Makoto)

All exhausted and sweaty you return from your karate training to your apartment. You notice a 

strange, rainbow colored letter in the mail box. You take it with you but don't open it, but instead 

you put it down on the table and take a shower since you just returned from the training.

After the shower, you drink a glass water. You're all excited because you have a tournament 

tomorrow with strong opponents. You go to bed and forgot all about the letter.

The next day, you win the karate tournament and you're happy and excited! Again, you forgot about 

the letter… but it can't be important, right?

The day after the tournament, you find another rainbow colored letter in your mailbox. Now you 

remember again! You go to your table and open the first letter.

[quote]Dear [b]Makoto[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Oh jeez. Seems like the ship already took off… what now? Well, there is still the second letter.

[quote]

Dear [b]Makoto[/b],

Seems like you couldn't board the awesome "Shitty Ship". But don't worry! You can still join us! At 

any time you want, there will be a express boat waiting at the harbor that can take you to us, since 

that small boat is so awesome.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr and a buddle of rum!

[/quote]

Great! You can still make it! But that's strange. How come the letter arrived although they are 

already at sea? That's some great express mail.

Anyway, do you [b]want to travel[/b]? PM the GM with your answer.

CTU (1412)

Damn! You didn't find the right gem again. Well, at least the lady, who was carrying the gem was 

quite nice.
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quite nice.

Well, what will be your next target? You still have to find that gem before [i]they[/i] do. Oh, 

what's that? You found a strange rainbow colored letter in your pocket after the heist. How did it 

end up there?

[quote]Dear [b]1412[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Find something valuable? Maybe there will be able to find the gem? You bet there will be a lot of 

rich people aboard too, which could be in possession of what you seek?

You decide to take the invitation and board the ship. But if you're going to steal the gem, you can't 

go without a disguise.

Please PM the GM with [b]10 player names[/b] in order to disguise.

Night 1

Anokata (Sherlock3)

Your cell phone is ringing again…. Everyday you receive a flood of messages. Jeez, can't your minions 

do anything on their own?

But seems like some of your subordinated got a strange rainbow colored invitation letter, so did you.

[quote]Dear [b]Anokata[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Find something interesting and valuable? Sounds fishy… but maybe it could be worth looking into it? 

Well, no one knows or suspects that [i]you[/i] are the leader of such a big organization. So it 

shouldn't be a problem to board the ship and check it out. And some of your subordinates will be 

with you anyway.
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Pisco (PhoenixTears)

What a strange rainbow colored letter you found in your mailbox. But first you prepare a glass of 

Pisco for yourself in your apartment. You just returned from a mission and you deserve this small 

luxury now.

You sit down in your favorite chair, sipping on the Pisco and start reading the letter.

[quote]Dear [b]Pisco[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Alright… you don't understand a word from it.

Your cell phone rings… A message from the boss? Hm…. Seems like some others from the 

organization also got this letter. And the boss seriously wants to board this ship? Personally? Guess 

you have no choice. You're preparing to go and board the ship too.

Vermouth (Parkur)

Alright. You're ready to board the ship. You even finished your make up from the disguise. From 

now on, you're known as [b]James[/b], the FBI Boss. That disguise is good, but personally, you 

prefer to disguise as someone younger actually.

Anyway, it seems some of the other FBI Agents are also aboard. There are 3 other FBI agents 

there, One of them seems to be acting strange too. Did that one find out that you're disguised?! 

Not, that can't be… what is it then?

Calvados (Akonyl)

Your phone got a message. It's from Vermouth. You hasty read her message to know what she wants 

from you, hoping to be invited for dinner. Sadly, she doesn't. She wants to know if you also got a 

strange rainbow colored invitation letter from someone called Captain Kleene Onigiri, which name 

you find kind of thrilling <3

Well, anyway. You remember getting this strange letter this morning.

[quote]Dear [b]Calvados[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri
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P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

You wrote Vermouth back that you got that letter and why she wants to know. She responded, that 

everyone from the organization who got that invitation is supposed to board that ship and find out 

anything useful. Maybe even a treasure?

So, basically you have to cover your Black Organization buddies to stay out of danger while they are 

having fun on a ship playing pirates? How great… but a job is a job.

Korn (pofa)

A… letter… rainbow… colored… in your mailbox.

[quote]Dear [b]Korn[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Seems strange… But you got a message on your cell phone… form Chianti…

Everyone who got that… invitation letter is supposed… to board the ship… and find information and… 

a treasure…

Chianti… is angry… she didn't get one… and is writing you a lot of complain messages… because she 

also wanted… to board the ship… and have fun…

But you… wanted to go with… Chianti too... But seems like it… can't be helped… You start to prepare 

to board the ship… even tho Chianti isn't coming… but… at least Calvados is coming too… but… so is 

Vermouth...

Tequila (nomemory)

Ahhh… your head hurts… and you don't remember where you are... urg...

You just woke up, on the floor. You look around you… Seems like it's your apartment, filled with a lot 

of empty Tequila bottles...

Ugh… what's this annoying sound? Oh… it's your cell phone. You got a message from the old geezer 

Pisco. He mentions a invitation letter. And if you got one, you're supposed to board the ship with 

the other Black Organization members… A ship? Ship… waves…. URG!

…

You come back from the bathroom and feel a bit better now. But you can't remember a letter. 

Oh wait! Now you remember! It was a strange rainbow colored invitation letter.

[quote]Dear [b]Tequila[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.
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Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

So, it's time to work again. You start to prepare for the trip. But before that… you make yourself a 

cup of tea.

Akemi (Edogawa)

How troublesome. Some members of the Black Organization got a strange rainbow colored invitation 

letter. 

[quote]Dear [b]Akemi[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Everyone who got that invitation is supposed to go on the trip and find out stuff.

Sadly, you also got that letter, which means you have to help the other Black Organization members 

out and find out information and maybe even a treasure…

Adding to that, that annoying Yumi also got such a letter, and is talking over the phone with you for 

hours now… She also wants you to meet a guy named Eisuke. He will also be on the ship taking the 

trip. To finally end the conversation, you agree to meet with that guy Eisuke.

You end up meeting that Eisuke in the park. To your surprise he seems quite nice. You talk with him 

a lot and [b]end up falling in love with him, your sweetheart Eisuke (Kain)[/b]. He also falls in love 

with you.

You both trust each other so much already, and you reveal to him that you're in a big Organization 

and that you want to break out free from it and live with him together forever <3

To your surprise, he also knows about that organization and tries to defeat them. He's so much in 

love with you that he wants to help you breaking out of that organization.

You both don't care about anyone else anymore. You just want to be together forever without 

anyone interfering. So, to achieve that, you need to get rid of the obstacles of your forbidden love. 

Whatever it takes, even if you have to kill everyone else in this world <3

Together with you sweetheart you board the ship.

You and your lover will have quite a hard time. You need to try to stay alive. You won't win with the 

town or with the BO. You need to try to achieve a lovers win.

To do that, you need to eliminate the BO and the Town equally.

You win, when Yumi dies, since she knows you could be lovers. Then you need to try to get a 

stalemate with the voting.

You can also win when one or both of you are arrested.

Come to think of it. Since a successful APTX won't be used up, you're not allowed to poison a BO 

member on your own. Meaning you can't APTX someone without the leader acknowledging it.
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Shiratori (Holmes)

Finally! You got you long awaited holidays! You sit down in your chair at home and drink a glass of 

your favorite wine.

A strange rainbow colored letter is lying in front of you on the table. It's addressed to you. You 

wonder what this is, with that strange color and such and open the letter.

[quote]Dear [b]Shiratori[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

A trip? Why not? You like to be on the open sea, feeling the salty sea breeze on your face while 

drinking wine and eating some delicious food. Alright, you decided. You'll take that offer and board 

the ship. Who knows? Maybe you'll find out something good?

Yumi (xpon)

Alright! You tried to couple those players together! But you don't know if it worked out? Well, you 

hope for the best <3

Kobayashi (shin_ichi01)

A strange rainbow colored letter was delivered to you. Could it be a letter from one of your pupils? 

The color indicates that. Well, you won't know if you don't read it, right?

[quote]Dear [b]Kobayashi[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

It wasn't from your pupils. But instead from this Captain Kleene Onigiri? Well… it sound interesting. 

And you'd like to go on an adventure anyway! Since you holidays started, you have time to go anyway! 

It won't be dangerous anyway, right?
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Akai (meme)

From your informant you know that the Black Organization is on the move again. It seems like they 

plan to take a trip with the ship "Shitty Ship". Lucky for you, you also got this strange rainbow 

colored invitation letter to this trip.

[quote]Dear [b]Akai[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Time to check this out. Maybe you'll finally be able to catch some big fish? Well, you'll also be 

satisfied with some small fry. You grab your beanie and go out for some hunting.

Kir (Schillok)

You look at this piece of paper. You are still confused. You look at it again, at this strange rainbow 

colored letter you received.

[quote]Dear [b]Kir[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

But you can't be wrong. You, with [b]7 other Black Organization members[/b], got this invitation 

letter. And to your surprise, all of them will go and board the ship. Seems like they want to find out 

things. There was even something mentioned about a treasure.

Anyway, like the other members, you're also supposed to participate. Who knows, maybe something 

good will actually happen?

Yusaku (Paix672)

A fan-letter? But it's a rainbow colored one. Looks strange. Well, no use pondering about it. You 

open the letter and read this.

[quote]Dear [b]Yusaku[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 
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You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

A trip? Why not, you just finished your new novel anyway. Time to relax a bit. Those editors can be 

quite a pest sometimes.

Maybe this trip will inspire you for a new story? You could also meet some new people. Maybe 

someone you know will be there too. You'll see. First, you need to prepare for departure.

Kogoro (breva)

Yoko! Yoko! Ahh, great. What a nice concert you just watched in the TV with Yoko <3

Anyway, now you have time to inspect this strange rainbow colored letter.

[quote]Dear [b]Kogoro[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Eh, a trip with a ship. That's to expensive anyway… 

You toss the letter away, opened a can of beer and took a sip.

…

WAIT A SECOUND! IT'S FREE! Of course you'll go! You jump out of your chair and pack your bag 

for the trip. Maybe Yoko will be there too? You have high hopes.

Arriving on the ship you are so excited that you find no time to drink. You are [b]sober[/b] and not 

drunk at all.

Haibara (xcommando)

A letter. A strange rainbow colored letter. You open it carefully and read it.

[quote]Dear [b]Haibara[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?
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Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

A trip with a ship? Yeah, like you can actually attend it. But… always staying at home is so boring. 

And you also decided not to hide all the time too. Also, it's unlikely to encounter the Black 

Organization on such a trip, right? Like the Black Organization would go on some holidays, yeah 

right. That would be silly.

You decided. You'll board the ship and try to have some fun. Not like anything would happen on such 

a small journey anyway. Right?

Makoto (Conia)

You decided to travel. At the habor you found this awesome boat. To your surprise, it's really fast. 

You should arrive tomorrow morning. For now, you'll take a nap.

Eisuke (Kain)

You're on the phone with Yumi. She tells you that she got a strange rainbow colored letter. An 

invitation to a trip. You also got one.

[quote]Dear [b]Eisuke[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

She'll go there. But before that, she tries to couple you up again. This time it's a woman named 

Akemi, which also got an invitation. But before Yumi starts to talk forever again, you give in and 

agree to meet this woman.

You end up meeting that Akemi in the park. To your surprise she seems quite nice. You talk with her 

a lot and [b]end up falling in love with her, your sweetheart Akemi(Edogawa)[/b]. She also falls in 

love with you.

You both trust each other so much already, and she revealed to you that she's in a big Organization 

and that she wants to break out free from it and live with you together forever <3

You surprise her. You tell her that you also know about this organization and that you try to defeat 

them. You're so much in love with her that you want to help her breaking out of that organization.

You both don't care about anyone else anymore. You just want to be together forever without 

anyone interfering. So, to archive that, you need to get rid of the obstacles of your forbidden love. 

Whatever it takes, even if you have to kill everyone else in this world <3

Together with you sweetheart you board the ship.
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You and your lover will have quite a hard time. You need to try to stay alive. You won't win with the 

town or with the BO. You need to try to archive a lovers win.

To do that, you need to eliminate the BO and the Town equally.

You win, when Yumi dies, since she knows you could be lovers. Then you need to try to get a 

stalemate with the voting.

You can also win when one or both of you are arrested.

Come to think of it. Since a successful APTX won't be used up, Akemi is not allowed to poison a BO 

member on her own. Meaning you can't APTX someone without the leader acknowledging it.

Asami (Commi-Ninja)

Great! You got this strange rainbow colored letter in the mailbox!

[quote]Dear [b]Asami[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Wow! You always wanted to sail on a ship across the sea! Now is the chance for you, and you'll 

definitely don't  want to miss it!

You're excited! How lucky you are to be invited!

Ayumi(Abs.) Genta (Yurikochan)

You both got this strange rainbow colored letter in your mailbox.

[quote]Dear [b]Ayumi and Genta[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

Great! [b]Ayumi (Abs,) and Genta (Yurikochan)[/b] got this invitation! And you both don't plan to 

miss it! Sadly, Mitsuhiko didn't get an invitation. But seems he didn't have time anyway to go with 

you both.

You both are so excited that Genta almost forgot to take some snacks with him. And Ayumi can't 

stop talking about the trip either. This will be a fun journey, right? Maybe you will also find a 

treasure?
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treasure?

1412 (CTU)

You didn't tell me any players to disguise as. But since I don't want you to not be disguised, I 

choose a random disguise for you, Camel :)

Heiji (Detective Tommy)

Phew, you returned home after eating at a nice restaurant. Osaka is just the best!

In the mailbox you found a strange rainbow colored letter adressed for you.

[quote]Dear [b]Heiji[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

An invitation to a trip with a ship? Sounds suspicious but interesting! You don't care that it could be 

dangerous. You decide to go and board the ship.

Jodie (Sakina)

You got a strange rainbow colored letter.

[quote]Dear [b]Jodie[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]

You also got to know that some members of the Black Organization will board the ship too! To find 

out more about them and to prevent any crimes done by them, you decide to join the trip too.

Who knows, maybe you'll be able to finally defeat that big organization?

BO

You all are finally on the ship and meet in the corner of the bar without anyone listening to your 
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You all are finally on the ship and meet in the corner of the bar without anyone listening to your 

conversation.

Vermouth: "Everyone arrived safely it seems"

Pisco: "Yeah. But it doesn't look good for us."

Korn: "I… saw some people… who could bring… us some trouble."

Calvados: "I saw them too. Seems we have to be carefully"

Akemi: "What do you want to find here anyway? A treasure? Are you all sure?"

Tequila: "Wait! I forgot my cell phone! Ah, I found it! Good, I didn't forget it"

Pisco: "Ahem. Yes we want to find out if there is anything valuable on this ship. Whether it's a 

treasure or not. But since we have some special guests on this ship accompanying us, we could find 

out some information too. But I'd say we don't kill anyone since it would be too susp---"

Anokata: "Not killing? We are on a ship. And there are some dangerous people sniffing around. I 

don't know why they are also here. It's too dangerous. And that's exactly why we have to kill them 

of before they find us and arrest us all! That's an order."

Vermouth: "My my, what radical methods you're using again."

Calvados: " I'm here for back-up. Whatever you decide, I'll follow."

Korn: "I… want to shoot…"

Pisco: " Don't be hasty. We need to plan things out first."

Akemi: "You guys sure about that? Well, if it's an order, I'll follow too…"

Tequila: "Where is my drink? … Oh, of course I'll follow too."

Anokata: "Good. Let's make a plan. As if this puny folk could catch us."

Anokata (Sherlock3)

Vermouth(James) (Parkur)

Pisco (PhoenixTears)

Calvados (Akonyl)

Korn (pofa)

Tequila (nomemory)

Akemi (Edogawa)

You have 3 APTX available.

Anokata can use the Black Suitcase on Night 1.

Gin (Dus)

You came back from a mission outside of Japan. You notice that some of the BO members are 

missing. Even Anokata.

You look at your cell phone and notice a message from the boss you missed. There he mentions a 

strange rainbow colored letter?

You check your mailbox and you also got such a letter.

[quote]Dear [b]Gin[/b],

You are invited by the great Captain Kleene Onigiri to board the ship "Shitty Ship" and enjoy the 

journey. The trip is for free and  my crew will do their best to give you a pleasant and exciting trip.

Who knows? Maybe you'll find something interesting and valuable?

Please show this invitation letter when boarding the ship.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Kleene Onigiri

P.S.: Yarr harr

[/quote]
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Seems like you're supposed to also go to that trip. But the ship already left. So, what will you do?

Of course you use a helicopter and land on the ship safe. You also met all your other BO members, 

which were kind of surprised to see you.
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